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Message from Chairperson
Today,

Pakistan

growing

towards

greater

development and economic prosperity,
prosperity it is very
much important for us to provide opportunities,
opportunities
resources to the young generation, so as to
accomplish it.. The talent, potential, and promise
that I see in the faces of my students are
astonishing and the adverse lack of opportunities
must no longer be the barrier to their triumph.
Different curriculums such as the
t social sciences,
humanities, engineering, art, law, medicine etc
should be presented holistically to these young
minds for their learning and development.
Education is the most powerful tool for
everyone and social change and we must do all
that it takes to facilitate it. It is my unyielding
faith that quality education is a gift that has the
supremacy to renovate and consequence change
which can last a lifetime, and sometimes more.
This transformative po
potential inspires me every
day and only strengthens my belief with each step
we take in our journey.

Prof. Dr. Azra Asghar Ali

Great Women of Islam

Hazrat Khadija (R.A)
"When none believed me, Hazrat Khadija (R.A) did. She made me a partner in her wealth." Those are the
words of our Holy Prophet Muhammad (S.A.W.W) about his wife the great Muslim lady, Hazrat KhadijaKhadija
tul-Kubra (R.A). Hazrat Khadija
dija (R.A) was the first wife of the Islamic Prophet Hazrat Muhammad
(S.A.W.W). She is commonly regarded by Muslims as the "Mother of Islam".
".

Hazrat Khadija (R.A)

married the Holy Prophet (S.A.W.W) when she was 40 and he was 25. They had six children: two sons, Qasim
and Abdullah (also known as Tahirr and Tayyib), and four daughters: Zainub, Ruqaiyyah, Umm Kulthum
and Fatimah (R.A)
When Hazrat Muhammad (S.A.W.W) reported his first revelation from the Angel Jabriel, Hazrat Khadija
(R.A) was the first person to convert to Islam
Islam. Hazrat Khadija (R.A) had a deep dedication to Islam, and love
for and gratitude to Allah Hazrat Khadija
Kh
(R.A) was supportive of Hazrat Muhammad (S.A.W.W) prophetic
mission, always helping in his work, proclaiming his message and belittling any opposition to his
prophecies. It was her encouragement that helped Hazrat Muhammad (S.A.W.W) believe in his mission and
spread Islam. Hazrat Khadija (R.A) also invested her wealth in the mission. When the polytheists and
aristocrats of the Quraysh harassed the Muslims, she used her money to ransom Muslim
Mu
slaves and feed the
Muslim community.
Interaction with Civil Society Organizations
(3rd Round)
A Project of USAID & Aurat Foundation Dated: 02-09-2013

This was the 3rd round of interaction with civil society organizations working on
the issues of gender based violence in the region of South Punjab. Participants of
seven different organizations named as RDPI, Daily Express, CHOPAL, SPO,
Sahoor-i-Tarqiati Tanzeem, Darul Aman were the part of this meeting.
Chairperson of the Department, Prof. Dr. Azra Asghar Ali expressed her views
on the gender based violence in the region of South Punjab with the analogy of
religion, societal practices and as well of mythology.
myth
Zohra Sajjad Zaidi from
SPO gave empirical evidence of violence which she herself experienced and
observed in which one was of disenfranchisement of women of Tehsil Klorkot
of District Bakhar due to strict observation of the tradition of ‘Parda’.
Dr.Javaid
r.Javaid Salyana described about the social practices of D.G.Khan in the
period of British rule and which are still dominant in the region. He gave the
reference of different reports in which there is elaborated explanation of
customary practices which had influenced the lives of women of the region of
South Punjab. He stated that culturally determined gender ideologies often
define rights and responsibilities of women and what is appropriate behavior for
them.

Dr.Javeed salyana
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Orientation Seminar

Cultural Structure
tructure of
Our society
In our society, we are badly tangled in bottomless roots
of old customs. We want to reform it because we know
that many customs are dire and we have to change it
otherwise that will distress our life much more. People
follow in customs in some situations. As such sometimes
member of a society are often confronted by customs that
differ from those which they have learnt to accept. In
such situations they adopt some of the new customs,
reject others and followed modified versions.
Accepting cultural structures
es leads towards the
discrimination and disadvantages too, more especially
personal discrimination. Discrimination because of
stereotypes simply and justify social reality, they have
potentially effects on how people perceive and treat one
MONTH, YEAR
another. As a result
sult stereotype can lead to discrimination
in labor markets and other domains.
World is rapidly stepping forward, today
oday in 21st century
the women are not allowed to go outside home alone due
to the cultural and social barriers which were imposed by
their fore-fathers.
fathers. Only few percentages of women are
literate and have no facility of health, and lack of
opportunities. In Pakistan they are not allowed to be
present outside of the four walls of home. If
I we remain
stuck in old customs then we can not develop ourselves.
o
Because there is too much rigidity
ity in our deep rooted
customs and we are trying to meet the developed world.
Changing patterns of culture provides us awareness.
If we want to run with world than obviously we have to
accept the changed culture. Butt at some extent it also can
harm us. There is rigidity in old and flexibility in new
customs. If we adopt new one there will be chance of
risk. But it will create fewer disadvantages than old one.
No doubt that it is not easy to change the culture but we
can reform it by taking risk. Because someone has to take
initiative and bear to risk.

Sidra Hussain , Sibgha Ali, Burhan Rafay
BS- Student 2011-15
2011

Gender and Labour Reporting & Portrayal of Women in Media

Women in media are usually under represented and
portrayed as a second rate citizen. Media does not address
serious issues about exploitation and unequal treatment to
women in different spheres but it is enthusiastic in reporting
sex related incidents. In this regards Department of Gender
Studies, Bahauddin Zakariya University Multan and FM-103
FM
Team

with

the

support

of

Canadian

International

Development Agency organized
organize an orientation workshop on
“ Gender and Labour Reporting & Portrayal
Port
of women in
Media” in September 2013, which purpose is to highlight
the position of women in labour force with context to
Pakistan.
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Representatives provide a snapshot of the issues about the
media’s
’s portrayal of women and girls. It is the need of today
to encourage female’s participation in labour force. It
I is
necessary to share the experiences of those females who are
already part of labour force and in this regards media is a
power full source to provide the information all across the

Shelter Homes
Dar
Dar-ur-Aman’s
Women are most important part of society and family but
except all of her importance she is also most vulnerable in
her

vernacular

architecture.

Some

time
times

these

vulnerability become causes of such act which insist her

Pink Ribbon Rally
Breast Cancer Awareness Programme

to leave her home and find out such place where she is
safe either temporarily or permanently.
permanent
In temporarily
places like the shelter
lter home or in Pakistan Dar-ul-aman’s
Dar

Pink ribbon represents awareness on breast cancer

is widely spread progamme by state and also many

survivors, how they struggle through the painful process of
o

NGO’s are also providing amenities to these victimize
victimized

its treatment of chemotherapy, facing the aftermath of

women.

treatment i.e. complete hair-loss
loss and weakness they

Many studies explore about those women when they were

encounter, the families way of coping with the reality,

in mate of shelter homes and their life after reconciliation

accepting it and supporting the survivor. Cancer pays a

happened between them and their families also via focus

heavy toll on the bodies and immune system of the carriers.

group discussion about
ut the Panchiyat system which take

Department of Gender studies organized a pink ribbon rally

the decisions about these victimized women. Here in

with the collaboration of Shaukat Khanum
Khan
Memorial

Pakistan the Panchiyat system is working as parallel

hospital and the female students of Bahauddin Zakariya

judicial system in which some time
times the person has to

University, in which they also gave them awareness

face and accept the Panchiyat decision either he/she had

regarding breast cancer, the preliminary symptoms they

completed legal penalty. Several cultural penalties like

need to know, when to see a doctor, the precautionary tests

wata sata, karo kari, wani, honour killing, sawara and sya

that need to be taken if it runs in the family, when and why

kari are
re the fabrication of these Panchiyat
Pa
or Jirga System.

biopsies are required, importance of self examinations,

Much efforts are made for the reformation of legal system

assistance of support groups etc.. The rally
ra
was a great

to stop these cultural penalties and still these are un
un-

success and will hopefully continue each year on pink

controllable due to some political and feudal pressure.

ribbon day.

Women have to bear the brunt of
o decision of Panchiyat
system by using the women in return of killing, rape, run
away from homes or any land issue. Some of these
women then knock the door of the court for justice and till
resolution of issue the issue they have to stay in these
shelter homes. These shelter homes provide them the
facilities of living, some psychological training and some

Shahzad Mahmood

Workshop on Legal Rights
September 10, 2013
The basic idea behind this workshop
orkshop was to provide awareness to the researchers, students, civil society members and
academicians about the phenomenon of harassment at workplace. Ms Samina Iqbal, practicing lawyer with main
focusing on the family issues and problems of working women has delivered the well verse lecture by adopting two
prong strategy, one was descriptive to explore the nature of harassment and as well to consider the response of

working legal mechanism at institutional level to check the social evil of harassment. The other part of her delivering
mechanism was to get feedback of the participants over the operational forms of harassment and of their effective
preventive measures. She presented one legal document named as ‘The Protection Against Harassment of Women at
the Workplace Act 2010’ enacted on 11th March 2010 after receiving thee assent of the President of Pakistan.
Samina Iqbal highlighted the categories of harassment and gave view about their functional paradigm based on norms
and values of the society. She explained that enactment of harassment act has now provided the legal protective
framework to the victims and institutional relief is extendable to the victims with in short period of time which is
decidedly of 70 days that starts from the day of complainant application to decision execution.

Gender Based Discrimination
A middle aged lady was sitting on an old, worn out
chair. She was looking obscure and dejected. She was
lost in a deep thought. Her brother was sitting on next
chair near to her. He was watching
g a program on TV but
she did not show any concern to him. While changing
the channel, her brother stopped at sports channel and
started to watch live squash match. She suddenly
became hostile, rebuked him and started weeping…
without saying anything,
ything, he switched off the TV and
went to his room. After a deep sigh, she got lost in old
reminiscences and found herself in a big hall, where she
was playing squash match and her supporters were
appreciating her. She diligently played and after a hard
competition; as usual she won the match. The hall
howled with applause. Then she put a glance on
spectators, there was no one from
her family; a tear of destitute rolled
down on her cheeks. Her coach
came forward to pat her but she
avoided everything and left the hall
hastily. She reached home
where her parents were waiting for her.
Before she could say anything they rebuked her and

and ordered her to go to her room and not to play again.
Because they tho thought
ought it was not a good field for her
and their relatives would make talks on them. And they
were afraid that she’ll become disloyal to them and also
afraid of security and repute. She ran towards her room
and fell on her bed with wet eye. Her father’s scolded
words were echoing in her ears. Many questions were
tumbling in her mind….why..??
Why can’t I play?? While my
brother can play everything
and can do whatever he wants
…why not me…?? Don’t
they rely on me…? They feel
insecure or I am not a human being? Why they don’t care
about my feelings? After a long war between mind and
heart she
he decided to abandon her zeal and also life of a
typical girl…..!!!.
Today she is 45 years old and she is a spinster and a
transvestite. She left her passion because her parents’
required and left her gender for the reason that her
gender constricted her way to sports and remain
unmarried because she did not want to be discriminated
in the other home.
Sidra Hussain

